times solar 5 , but to move ϳ10 7 M ᭪ of gas inward and to a position Ͼ3 kpc above the disk requires more energy than seems available.
. In the early universe, these mini-galaxies would pick up heavy elements from the then-nearby large galaxies as the latter vigorously formed stars. Complex C could be such an object, whose orbit brought it close to the Milky Way at the present time. A problem with this model is that similar clouds were not detected in other galaxy groups during a sensitive survey done at Arecibo 23 . A more probable origin was proposed by Oort 24 , who argued that the Milky Way is still forming. In this model, much gas was left over after the Milky Way's original formation, and this gas slowly accretes over time. Complex C (and a few other HVCs) would be among the few still-to-be-accreted objects. Its heavy-element content is then understood as a contamination created after it started interacting with gas in the Galactic halo.
Alternatively, HVCs like complex C may consist of gas tidally stripped from nearby dwarf galaxies when the latter's orbit brought them near the Milky Way. The heavy elements would then have been formed in the dwarf. These dwarfs could subsequently have evolved into the present dwarf spheroidal galaxies 25 , or their stars might have merged with those of the Milky Way. That such processes still operate is shown by the presence of the Magellanic stream 26 , a tidal tail torn out of the Small Magellanic Cloud 2 Gyr ago. Combining the theoretical understanding of the chemical evolution and formation of the Milky Way with the constraints set by observations of other galaxy groups, the current content of the Local Group as well as the position, velocity and metallicity of complex C, we conclude that rather than having been assembled in the early universe, it is more probable that the formation of the Milky Way is still continuing. This is fed by gas either left over from the original formation of the Milky Way or stripped from Local Group dwarf galaxies. 10 -all of which are within the reach of current technology-are sufficient to construct a universal quantum computer. We also present systematic constructions for an infinite class of reliable quantum gates that make the design of fault-tolerant quantum computers much more straightforward and methodical.
Quantum teleportation is a scheme by which the state of a qubit can be transported from one point to another by communicating just two classical bits, provided that the sender and the receiver have previously shared halves of a specific two-qubit entangled state. In detail, this is how it works ( Fig. 1) : a single-qubit state j␣ ¼ aj0 þ bj1 is prepared, along with a two-qubit entangled state known as an 'Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen' (EPR) state, jW ¼ ðj00 þ j11 Þ=ͱ2. The top two qubits, |␣ and one qubit of |W , belong to the sender, who measures them in the Bell basis (see Fig. 1 legend) . No matter what the input state |␣ is, xy is a uniformly distributed random two-bit classical result 11 . This measurement leaves the third qubit, belonging to the receiver, in the state R xy |␣ , where R xy is either the identity (no transformation) if xy ¼ 00, or a single qubit Pauli operation
.
To complete the teleportation the sender transmits the two classical bits xy to the receiver, who uses them to apply a correction procedure R † xy , which is just the inverse of R xy , thus reconstructing an output |␣ identical to the original input.
We now consider several features of this procedure which help the intuitive understanding of the result we report here. Teleportation utilizes a specific entangled state j00 þ j11 as a resource in accomplishing its aims; what happens when this state is faulty? In general, the teleportation procedure would fail, but sometimes it would fail in a useful manner. If |W is replaced by U|W , where U is some non-trivial quantum operation, the teleportation procedure produces an output which is not identical to the input. We show below that for certain U, the procedure can be modified so that it produces precisely U|␣ , that is, the output is a transformed version of the input, where the transformation is determined by the precomputed entangled state used by the procedure. We shall describe this act as teleporting a state 'through' U. The important points are that (1) the transformation U is potentially useful-it could be an otherwise difficult-to-implement logic gate, (2) the modified teleportation procedure is simple-it does not require complicated gates, and (3) the resource U|W can be reliably constructed, even using unreliable gates.
An example illustrates how this works. The Hadamard gate H ¼ 1 ͱ2
Ϫ 1 ÿ is an important elementary operation for quantum computers, but it cannot be constructed from the Pauli gates X, Y and Z. It turns out that H can be accomplished using teleportation. Instead of |W , use ðI ᮏ HÞjW as the input entangled state; I ᮏ H means 'do nothing to the first qubit, and apply H to the second qubit'. This second qubit is the one possessed by the receiver. The first step of the usual teleportation procedure leaves the receiver with the qubit HR xy |␣ . We note that H appears to have been performed after R xy even though in practice the Bell-basis measurement is done long after the preparation of ðI ᮏ HÞjW ; this timereversal is a property of using entangled states 5, 13 . This seems to be rather inconvenient, because what we really want is H|␣ . But it happens that HR xy ¼ R xЈyЈ H; the Hadamard gate, when commuted through a Pauli gate, produces a Pauli gate. It may be a different gate, but no matter-we know a priori what the classical mapping between xy and xЈyЈ is (in fact, in this case, xЈyЈ ¼ xy), and thus when the receiver applies R † xЈyЈ the output state H|␣ is obtained, as desired.
A more useful and important gate is the controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate, which acts on two qubits, a control and a target qubit, and flips the target whenever the control qubit is a |1 (ja; b → ja; a ᮍ b ). We can teleport a state through a CNOT using the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 2 . This can be verified by direct computation, but it is easier to understand by realizing that |x can be created by simply performing a CNOT on two EPR pairs (Fig. 3) . Combining this circuit with the circuit in Fig. 2, we can see what is happening. Two input qubits are teleported through the CNOT; the correction now depends on four classical bits instead of two. This construction enables CNOT gates to be performed between two qubits, using only classically controlled single-qubit operations, prior entanglement, and Bell-basis measurements. As any quantum computation can be performed using single-qubit operations and CNOT gates 14 , this demonstrates an alternative universal set of operations for quantum computation, which does not require any two-qubit operation except the measurement. Moreover, the entangled state |x that is used as a resource can be readily created from two pairs of GHZ 10 states (Fig. 3 ). Generalizing this procedure allows us to construct an entire hierarchy of gates through which states can be teleported, and in a fault-tolerant fashion. It is no accident that H and CNOT transform Pauli gates into Pauli gates; the set of gates which does so is known as the Clifford group. It is important in the theory of quantum errorcorrecting codes and fault-tolerance 5, 15 . We now define precisely what operations U can be constructed via teleportation, and how this is done reliably.
Consider an n-qubit state |w , in which each qubit is encoded using a stabilizer code, such as the 7-qubit CSS code 16, 17 . 0 and 1 shall now represent the corresponding encoded qubit states. Let |W n be the 2n-(encoded) qubit Bell state ðj00 þ j11 Þ ᮏn (normalizations suppressed for clarity), rearranged so that the first n labels (the The box B represents measurement in the Bell basis; that is, if the two qubits entering B are found to be j00 þ j11 (leaving out the ͱ2 normalization for clarity), then the outputs xy ¼ 00; for j01 þ j10 , xy ¼ 10; for j00 Ϫ j11 , xy ¼ 01; and for j01 Ϫ j10 , xy ¼ 11; one of the four possibilities is guaranteed to be true because the states form a complete basis for all possible two-qubit states. Measurement, in its guise as an interface between the quantum and classical worlds, is generally considered to be an irreversible operation, destroying quantum information and replacing it with classical information. But this circuit demonstrates that in certain carefully designed cases this need not be true, as teleportation uses measurement to transfer states from one place to another. The CNOT gate has |␤ as its control, and |␣ as its target. The special entangled state |x is ½ðj00 þ j11 Þj00 þ ðj01 þ j10 Þj11 Þÿ=2. We recall that multiple qubits can be teleported simply by replicating instances of the single-qubit procedure. Normally, for two qubits, the receiver would obtain the state R x 1 y 1 R x 2 y 2 |␤, ␣ , but because we have replaced the usual EPR pairs by |x , the receiver instead obtains CNOTR x 1 y 1 R x 2 y 2 |␤, ␣ . Now, just as with the Hadamard gate, CNOT has the fortunate property that CNOTR x 1 y 1 R x 2 y 2 ¼ R x Ј 1 y Ј 1 R x Ј 2 y Ј 2 CNOT. This means that the receiver can again apply a modified correction procedure (shown here) to obtain CNOT|␤, ␣ .
upper qubits) represent qubits from half of each EPR pair, and the last n (the lower qubits) the other halves. In other words, ðI ᮏ UÞjW n (where I is the identity on n qubits) is U acting on the lower qubits of all the EPR pairs.
The goal of fault-tolerant computation is to perform logical operations using quantum gates while restricting the propagation of errors among the physical qubits, which can compromise the code's ability to correct errors. The usual method for doing this is to only perform transversal gates on the code-that is, gates which interact qubits in one code block only with corresponding qubits in other code blocks. While errors may then propagate between blocks, they cannot propagate within blocks, so a single faulty gate can only cause a single error in any given block of the code.
Operators from the Pauli group (such as X, Y and Z) can readily be performed on logical qubits which are encoded with a stabilizer code 18 . Let C 1 represent the Pauli group. C 2 , the Clifford group, will be the set of gates which map Pauli operators into Pauli operators under conjugation. Through an appropriate sequence of gates and measurements, any C 2 operation can also be performed on any stabilizer code 18 . More difficult to perform are gates in the class defined as C 3 ϵ {UjUC 1 U † ʕ C 2 }. C 3 contains gates such as the Toffoli gate (controlled-controlled-NOT), the p/8 gate (rotation about the Zaxis by an angle p/4), and the phase gate (diag (1, 1, 1, i) ). Faulttolerant constructions of these gates are known 7, 8, 19 , but they are ad hoc and do not generalize easily.
However, our teleportation construction provides a straightforward way to produce any gate in C 3 , as shown in Fig. 4 . For U ʦ C 3 , first construct the state jW n U ¼ ðI ᮏ UÞjW n . Next, take the input state |W and do Bell basis measurements on this and the n upper qubits of |W n U , leaving n qubits in the state jw out ¼ UR xy jw ¼ RЈ xy Ujw , where R xy is an operator in C 1 which depends on the (random) Bell-basis measurement outcomes xy, and RЈ xy ¼ UR xy U † is an operator in C 2 . As RЈ xy is in the Clifford group, it can be performed-or more precisely, inverted-faulttolerantly.
Creating |W n U may appear, at first sight, to be as difficult as performing U. However, constructing specific known states is easier than doing operations on unknown states: if the construction of an ancilla fails, little is lost by discarding the ruined state and starting again. This option is not available when we try to perform logical gate operations on actual data.
Our construction of quantum gates using teleportation offers possibilities for relaxing experimental constraints on realizing quantum computers. For example, using single photons as qubits and current optical technology, one can perform nearly perfect Bellbasis measurements 20 , quantum teleportation 21 , almost create GHZ states 22 , and certainly perform single-qubit operations 23 . Thus, given GHZ states, quantum computers might be constructed almost completely from linear optical components. Our results have similar implications for other physical systems, particularly if entangled states can readily be prepared and stored.
The Toffoli gate or another gate in C 3 is required for a universal fault-tolerant quantum computer, and our construction using teleportation offers a conceptual simplification over previous constructions. As with earlier realizations, our construction relies on the ability to create certain ancilla states |W n U which are independent of the data being acted upon. This means they may be prepared offline, so |W n U are valuable generic quantum resources, perhaps a kind of 'quantum software', which might be considered a commercial commodity that could be manufactured. Even if states |W n U are not available, the construction can in some cases greatly reduce the number of operations needed to assemble the precise gates called for in an algorithm; this is of benefit in efficiently performing quantum computation with realistically imperfect gates. Quantum circuit to perform U in a fault-tolerant manner using quantum teleportation. In general, this works for any U ʦ C k , defined as C k ¼ {U jUC 1 U † ʕ C k Ϫ 1 }. Then RЈ xy ʦ C k Ϫ 1 . |W n U must also be prepared fault-tolerantly. To do this, we note that the state |W n is the +1 eigenvector of the 2n operators X i ᮏ X i and Z i ᮏ Z i (where X i and Z i are X and Z, respectively, acting on the ith upper or lower qubit). A computation shows that |W n U is therefore the +1 eigenvector of the operators M i ¼ X i ᮏ UX i U † and N i ¼ Z i ᮏ UZ i U † . Furthermore, the eigenvalues of these 2n operators completely determine the state, so if all these operators have eigenvalue +1, the state actually is the desired one. Therefore, to produce |W . Although the precise set of gates which form C k is still under investigation, it is known that every C k contains interesting gates not in an earlier C k , such as the p/2 k rotations, which appear in
Shor's factoring algorithm 1 . The union of the C k s is therefore infinite, even for a fixed number of qubits. . Here we report that the interfacial activity of reverse micelles and microemulsions can be exploited to couple nanoparticle synthesis and self-assembly over a range of length scales to produce materials with complex organization arising from the interdigitation of surfactant molecules attached to specific nanoparticle crystal faces. We demonstrate this principle by producing three different barium chromate nanostructures-linear chains, rectangular superlattices and long filaments-as a function of reactant molar ratio, which in turn is controlled by fusing reverse micelles and microemulsion droplets containing fixed concentrations of barium and chromate ions, respectively. If suitable soluble precursors and amphiphiles with headgroups complementary to the crystal surface of the nanoparticle target are available, it should be possible to extend our approach to the facile production of one-dimensional 'wires' and higher-order colloidal architectures made of metals and semiconductors.
Barium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulphosuccinate (Ba(AOT) 2 ) reverse micelles were added to sodium chromate (Na 2 CrO 4 )-containing NaAOT microemulsion droplets, to give final molar ratios of ½Ba 2þ ÿ : ½CrO 2 Ϫ 4 ÿ Ϸ 1 and water content w ¼ ½H 2 Oÿ : ½NaAOTÿ ¼ 10. This produced a yellow precipitate ϳ3 h after addition of the reactants at 25 ЊC. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of samples taken directly from the liquid phase of the microemulsion showed chain-like arrays that contained up to 60 nanoparticles (Fig. 1) . The colloidal chain structures were 50-500 nm in length and consisted of rectangular-shaped particles that were uniform in length (mean ¼ 16:0 Ϯ 1:5 nm) and width (mean ¼ 6:0 Ϯ 0:4 nm), and preferentially aligned so that the long axis of each particle was perpendicular to the chain direction. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis and powder electron diffraction patterns indicated that the nanoparticles were crystalline BaCrO 4 with an orthorhombic unit cell (a ¼ 0:911, b ¼ 0:554, c ¼ 0:734 nm). Each crystal along the length of the chain was separated by a regular spacing of 2 nm, consistent with the presence of an interdigitated layer of surfactant molecules.
Corresponding TEM studies on the sedimented material showed thin flake-like aggregates of a two-dimensional superlattice constructed from a pseudo-rectangular (90Њ р р 100Њ) array of uniformly sized BaCrO 4 nanoparticles that were separated by an interparticle spacing of 2 nm (Fig. 2) . Thermal analysis indicated that the superlattices contained ϳ30% by weight of surfactant. Images of tilted lattices indicated that the particles were prismatic and identical to those present in the chain motif, and aligned with their long axis perpendicular to the plane of the superlattice. Viewed in-plane, the nanoparticles were rectangular in shape with mean dimensions of 6:8 Ϯ 0:6 nm and 5:9 Ϯ 0:5 nm, indicating two different types of side face. Electron diffraction failed to identify unequivocally the crystallographic nature of the side faces because of multiple arcing of the reflections arising from long-range disorder in the air-dried structures. However, patterns recorded from particles in the superlattice structure were indexed according to a superimposition of directions close to the [100] zone axis, which indicated that the prismatic crystals were single-domain particles elongated along the crystallographic a axis. This was consistent with a morphology based on a set of {100} end faces with {010} and {001} side faces.
Systematic changes in the water content (5 р w р 20), and hence 
